
 

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

 
Fifth-Generation Array ADCs Deliver Up to 300% Greater 
Performance for Entry-Level and Mid-Range Customers  

 
New APV1600, 2600 and 3600 appliances offer best combination of features, performance and price for 

application availability, performance and security  
 

Milpitas, CA – April 19, 2016 – Array Networks Inc., a global leader in application delivery networking, 
announced today the immediate availability of three new fifth-generation application delivery controller 
(ADC) appliances. Running Array’s recently released Version 8.6 software, the entry-level APV1600 and 
APV2600 and the mid-range APV3600 achieve industry-leading Layer-4, Layer-7 and SSL benchmarks for 
throughput and connections per second – delivering up to 300% better performance without increasing 
prices for Array customers.  
 

• APV1600 Layer-4 and Layer-7 throughput increased by 50% to 3.7Gbps and 3Gbps respectively. 
Layer-4 connections per second increased by 300% to 280K, while Layer-7 requests per second 
increase by 100% to 200K. Full-featured list price beginning at $8,495.  
 

• APV2600 Layer-4 and Layer-7 throughput increased by 100% to 18Gbps and 13Gbps 
respectively. Layer-4 connections per second increased by 50% to 360K, while Layer-7 requests 
per second increased by 100% to 200K. Full-featured list price starting at $13,995.  
 

• APV3600 Layer-4 throughput increased by 100% to 37Gbps. Layer-4 connections per second 
increased by 33% to 1M, while Layer-7 requests per second increased by 20% to 635K. 2048-bit 
SSL TPS increased by 40% to 35K. Full-featured list price from $28,995. 
 

Industry-Leading Software SSL 
With the introduction of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) support in Array’s recently released Version 
8.6 software, the APV1600, 2600 and 3600 appliances now support industry-leading performance for 
software-based SSL offload. The APV1600, 2600 and 3600 support up to 2100, 5500 and 35,000 SSL TPS 
respectively  without the need for additional-cost hardware acceleration modules – performance that is 
between 4-to-6 times better than similarly priced alternative ADC solutions.   

“As a pioneer in integrated traffic management and application delivery, we are pleased to launch 
the fifth generation of our APV Series products,” said Paul Andersen, senior director of marketing 
at Array Networks. “While recent efforts have seen Array expand its portfolio of cloud and 
security-focused solutions, we remain committed to leading the way for both physical and virtual 
load balancing and application delivery solutions. With the new APV1600, 2600 and 3600 
appliances, Array continues to raise the bar for entry-level and mid-range solutions, providing our 
customers with a superior combination of features, reliability and price-performance.” 
 

http://www.arraynetworks.com/


 
About Array Networks 
Array Networks is a global leader in application delivery networking with over 5000 worldwide customer 
deployments. Powered by award-winning SpeedCore® software, Array solutions are recognized by 
leading enterprise, service provider and public sector organizations for unmatched performance and 
total value of ownership. Array is headquartered in Silicon Valley, is backed by more than 250 
employees worldwide and is a profitable company with strong investors, management and revenue 
growth. Poised to capitalize on explosive growth in the areas of mobile and cloud computing, analysts 
and thought leaders including Deloitte, Red Herring and Frost & Sullivan have recognized Array 
Networks for its technical innovation, operational excellence and market opportunity. To learn more, 
visit: https://www.arraynetworks.com 
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